ADVICE PLEASE
TRAVEL CONVERSATION
SEMESTER 4, LESSON 017

TABLE TOPIC
Choose and discuss one of these interesting table topic
questions in order to get warmed up for the lesson!

Table Topic:
Do you often ask for advice? Why or
why not?
Hypothetical Table Topic:
If you could offer one piece of
advice to the president of your
country, what would it be?
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IDIOM
Read and practice this useful idiom. It's great to use with this topic.

don't bite off more than you can chew don't take on tasks that you cannot handle
Hal really bit off more than he can chew
trying to teach toddlers without much
experience.
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USEFUL WORDS
Read and practice the vocabulary below.

admonition - (1) gentle or friendly warning or counseling (2)
authoritative warning or counseling
The judges' admonition to the jury gave them more direction on
the confusing decision to come.
telltale - revealing, indicating, or betraying something.
Those cookie crumbs are a telltale sign your children have been
sneaking into the sweets again.
forewarning - and advance warning
They always give plenty of forewarning on the weather forecast
when a typhoon is approaching
tip-off - a piece of information, typically one given in a discreet or
confidential way
Can you give me a tip-off on how to catch that lovely woman at
the table across from us?
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CONVERSATION
ACTIVITY
Use these activities to help your students have a bit of fun
while learning or to burn extra time you might have.

Giving Advice:
Students on one side should explain a love
problem, while students across from them
should give them some advice. At the end
of this activity, students should choose
who gave them the best advice! Students
should sit across from a classmate. The
teacher will assign a situation for each
group of students to talk over. Students
should rotate partners every 2-3 minutes.
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HOMEWORK
Homework! Daily practice is essential
for language learning.
1 MINUTE PRESENTATION/SPEECH

What's the best advice you've ever gotten?
Give a 1-minute speech presenting it (after
the student is through, the teacher will
quiz the other students about the speech
so as to test their listening
comprehension).
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